Scas that restless aspire.
Surging, unto skies of firc;
Lakes that endlessly outspread The contrast between Poe and Whitman can be further observed if we move into the next topic proposed by Toequevilie and Emerson; namely, the first in relation to the future, the second in relation to the present as sources for poetryboth times related again to man, as he stretches his imagination and ideas towards progress. Whitman again seems to be foregrounded in this new frame, for his whole oeuvre is hailed as a celebration not only of himself, but of democracy and the American nation, as a direct answer to Emerson'» call for a poet chaunting "our own times and social circumstance." As this excerpt from "By Blue 0ntario's Shore" so welI corroborates,
Others take the finish, but the Republic is ever constructive and ever kceps vista, Whitman with so many of his main themes.
Poe's põem "Alone", considered by Alien Tdte to be a key to his single symbolic matrix -the vortex, the grave, the pit -can actual ly be seen for our purposes to project his "otherness", his isolation and realization of this difference, such as when he says:
From chiIdhood's hour I have not been
As others were -I have not seen
As others saw -I could not bring My passions from a common springFrom the same source I have not taken
My sorrow -I could not awaken
My heart-to joy at the same tone -57 And all I lov'd -I lov'd alone. 58 Pearce calls Poe's poems "disembodied creativity" , which I think is a good means to contrasting them with Whitman'3 creativity, so clearly embodiod in his place and time.
ParadoxicaI ly, this last source For poetry into which Poe seems finally to fit, in relation to democratic nations, is exactly the one I would have some reservations in ineluding Whitman, for he seems more intent on describing the everyday actions of men in democracies -repugnant in ToequeviIlc's view to conceptions of the ideal -than on probing deeply below the surface to read the inner soul. Although hc eonsidcrs himself to be the poet of the body and soul, and although hc has expressed poetieally his thoughts on birth, death, rebirth,
